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LOGGER FRAMEWORK 

Introduction: 

Logger Framework is a rich framework that enables you to run each bot in your process flow with 

specified custom log level. This produces beautiful log report(.csv) with all the details of the action 

performed/failure. It also helps you capture screenshots only at a required step with just a change in 

value. 

Description: 

Logger Framework enables the power of custom logging in Automation Anywhere.  

You can use Logger Framework to enable following functionalities 

i. To setup a uniform log format across your process tasks. 

ii. To control the log level from a configuration file 

iii. To set specific log level for whole process/ individual custom log levels for each task in your 

process flow. 

iv. Enable or disable screenshot, add log at any step using single command. 

Installation: 

Run LoggerFramework.msi file installation, Apply the license key received on email. Once installation is 

done, the following folder gets created in <AA Directory>-> My Tasks-> Bot Store -> LoggerFramework 

LoggerFramework has the following files with below folder structure. 

❖ My Tasks/BotStore/LoggerFramework 

➢ Error Folder 

 Logs 

➢ Input Folder 

 FileConfig.txt 

 Config.xml 

❖ My MetaBots 

➢ LoggerFramework.mbot 
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LoggerFramework.mbot consists of 2 logics 

 

Fig. Snapshot of LoggerFramework Logics from Metabot designer view 

 

Skill Map: 

 

Skill Metabot File Logic 

Read Config file and retrieve 
log level for current task 

LoggerFramework.mbot Get Log Level 

Log the statements LoggerFramework.mbot Set Log 

 

How to Use: 

To log a statement using LoggerFramework, Please follow below steps. 

Prerequisite: 

Create a variable – ‘tempTaskName’ and assign value – ‘AATaskName’ to it using Variable Operations 

Step 1:  

Add ‘Get Log Level’ command/logic from LoggerFramework.mbot Metabot into your task.  

Note: This is a onetime step for each task bot. 

Step 2: 

Add ‘Set Log’ logic as a replacement of ‘Log to file’ command. Set the required Log 

Level(WARN/INFO/DEBUG/ERROR) for each ‘Set Log’ command you use.  

Step 3: 

Include the task name in the config XML file to enable custom logging using Logger Framework 
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Fig. Sample task that uses Logger Framework 

 

OUTPUT: 

Logs and Screenshots: 

Below is the output file – Process_Log_<month>_<date>_<year>.csv file created when Log Level was set 

to ALL in configuration file.(This should print all log types) 

 

Fig. Log file generated by Logger Framework with Log Level set to ‘ALL’ 

The above logs were generated on task  

 

Screenshots will also be placed in the folder configured in FileConfig.txt with detailed screenshot name 

for easy tracking 
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SCREENSHOT NAME FORMAT:  <TASKNAME>_<LOG TYPE>_HOUR_MIN_SEC.png 

 

Fig. Detailed Snapshots generated by Logger Framework 

 


